Abstract
Introduction
A bus information system (BIS) provides a variety of useful information, such as an efficient bus path that brings the user from the starting bus stop to the destination bus stop, the current positions of buses that are approaching the designated bus stop, points of interest around the designated bus stop, and so on.
Among the information types that BISs provide, an efficient bus path that gets the user to the place the user wants to go is the most valuable information to a traveler who is visiting a strange town. In this paper, we survey algorithms that find efficient bus paths, and design a new algorithm that mitigates the shortcomings of the existing algorithms.
Then, we developed a bus travel path recommendation system implementing the algorithm on real bus data for a small city. The recommendation system is a client/server system. The client is a mobile app, whereas the server is a personal desktop computer. The client accepts a starting bus stop and a destination bus stop as user input. If the inputs are valid bus stops, then the app sends them to the server. The server receives the user input, creates a distance matrix, finds the shortest path, finds the bus routes coinciding with the shortest path, adjusts the bus routes, and sends the adjusted bus routes to the client. The client receives the bus routes and displays them on the user interface.
Related Works
The bus information system has been a hot research topic for a lot of researchers. Cheng. [1] conducted a survey to gauge levels of satisfaction in bus passengers within five months of a dynamic bus information system's completion and initial assessment tests. Megalingam [2] Proposed a system that could track the current position of buses, the dynamic arrival and departure times, and inform passengers via display boards at the
The Existing Algorithm
Bhattarakosol [11] proposed a bus information system that can provide passengers with not only bus routes, but also valuable information on how to travel, the position of the buses, and bus travel-time approximations.
In order to provide travelling information, they find the bus routes that pass through both the start and destination bus stops. If no bus route passes through both start and destination stops, then for each of bus stop A that is on any of the bus routes that pass through the start stop, they find the bus routes that pass through both A and the destination stop. For example, suppose a person wants to travel from L1-5 to L2-3 in Figure 1 , where L stands for the bus route. In this example, L1-0 represents the bus stop with an ID of 0, and bus route 1 passes through the bus stop. "L1, L2-6" represent bus stop 6, which is on both bus routes 1 and 2. The bus route L1/L2 is the only one that passes through bus stop 5/3. This implies that no bus route passes through both bus stops 5 and 3. Bhattarakosol investigated bus stops 4, 0, and 6 (in that order) to see if L2 passes through any of these bus stops. On learning that bus route L2 passes through bus stop 6, they conclude that the person should take the bus route L1 and transfer to bus route L2 at bus stop 6. 
Our Algorithm
The existing algorithm fails to find a path from L1-5 to L2-3, even though L1-7 is close to L2-6 if the bus routes are configured as shown in Figure 2 . The arcs are labeled by the numbers representing bus travel times. For example, it takes 70 seconds for a bus to run from L1-5 to L1-4. In this example, bus routes L1 and L2 are disconnected. Therefore, we propose to connect close bus stops. For example, if it takes about 200 seconds to walk from L1-7 to L2-6, then we can represent the graph by the adjacent matrix shown in Figure 3 .
Then, we find the shortest path from the start vertex to the destination vertex. For example, if the starting stop is L1-0 and the destination stop is L2-2, then we will find the following path: L1-0 -> L1-7 -> L2-6 -> L2 -2. Once we have the shortest path at hand, we find the intersection, "common bus routes", of the "start bus routes" and the "destination bus routes" where "start/destination bus routes" is a set of all bus routes passing through the start/destination stops. If "common bus routes" is not empty, we select the route where the distance from the start to the destination is the shortest. If this distance is not much greater than the distance of the shortest path, then we return this common bus route; otherwise, we return the shortest path. 
Implementation of the System
We implement a system called a bus travel path recommendation system (BTPR) that accepts a pair of bus stops (starting and destination) and returns the shortest path between them. The BTPR is a part of the bus information system described in Figure 4 . There are two kinds of users: requesters and uploaders. An uploader is a bus passenger or a driver in a running bus that periodically sends his current location to the server. A requester is a user who is waiting for a bus. Our BPTR provides the shortest path to the requester. In addition to the shortest path, the BIS provides other information, such as the current locations of the buses approaching a designated bus stop, points of interest around a bus stop, the route of a given bus, and so on.
Figure 4. A Conceptual Model of the BIS
The BIS server consists of the recommender, bus location provider, data collector, and estimator components. The recommender finds the shortest path and the bus routes coinciding with the path, and sends them to the client. The location provider retrieves the current location of a given bus from the Trace Table and sen ds it to the client. The data collector receives bus locations from uploaders, saves the received data at the database, and updates the current location of the bus recorded in the Trace Table. The estimator calculates the time needed for a bus to travel between two bus stops. So, the [i, j] entry of the distance matrix represents the time currently needed for a bus to run from bus stop i to bus stop j. This paper focuses on the recommender and how to implement it.
Figure 5. A Conceptual Model of the BIS Server
Given a distance matrix, the first step the recommender does is to insert the time needed for a person to travel on foot between two bus stops, where the distance between them is less than 100 meters. The second step for the recommender is to find the shortest path with the Dijkstra algorithm. Our Dijkstra algorithm terminates as soon as it finds the shortest path from the starting bus stop to the destination bus stop.
Figure 6. Part of the Database
With the shortest path, s 1 , s 2 ,.. s n , the recommender finds the common bus routes that go through both s i and s i+1 for all i from 1 to n-1. By investigating the common bus routes, the recommender finds a sequence of bus routes where the number of transfers is fewest. Finally, it specifies the sections where the user has to walk.
We record bus stop information in the database consisting of four tables: bus stops, buslines, bus line paths and walking distances. In the bus stops table, we record information on all the bus stops in the city. Information on all bus routes in the city is recorded in the bus lines table. For each bus route, we record in the bus line paths table all bus stops the bus route goes through. Referring to this bus line paths table, we initialize the distance matrix and figure out the d irection of a running bus. In the walking distances table, we record all pairs of bus stops (bs1, bs2) where the distance between bs1 and bs2 is less than 100 meters.
The process for the client is described in Figure 7 . When the app is executed, it creates an ArrayList object and initializes it with all bus stop names in the city. Then, it creates a HashMap object and initializes it with (bus stop ID, bus stop name) pairs for all bus stop names. It creates another HashMap object consisting of (bus route ID, bus route name) pairs for all bus routes.
Figure 7. The Process of the Client
The app accepts names of the starting and destination bus stops. Using the ArrayList of bus stop names, it automatically completes the user input. Then, using the (bus stop ID, bus stop name) HashMap, it finds the bus stop IDs corresponding to the input, and sends the IDs to the server. Then, it receives a message representing the shortest path from the starting bus stop to the destination stop written in JSON from the server. An example message shown in Figure 8 represents the path: go to bus stop 421861 from 421860 on foot, then take the bus on bus route 1520126. The bus stops at 421861, 421902, and so on. Then, get off the bus at 421937. Go to bus stop 421936 on foot. Then, take the bus on bus route 1520002 and get off the bus at bus stop 421875, which is the destination bus stop. The values 1 and 2 of "means" in a message represent "by bus" and "on foot," respectively. The process of parsing a JSON message is described in Figure 9 . It parses the JSON message into a Java object, jsonDatas, using the JSONValue.parse method and creates an ArrayList object, resultPaths. It repeats the following process while there is a JSON object in jsonDatas. It takes out one JSON object from jsonDatas, reads the values in the object, creates an element and assigns the values to the element, and appends the element to the resultPaths ArrayList. This process returns resultPaths when jsonDatas is empty.
Figure 10. A Sequence Diagram Describing Interactions between Server Components
A sequence diagram describing interactions between server components is shown in Figure 10 . We have the SearchPathServlet class that communicates with the clients. It receives a starting bus stop ID and a destination bus stop ID, forwards them to the BusLineRecommendation class, receives a recommendation, and forwards it to the client. The BusLineRecommendation class uses the BusPathGenerator class to obtain the shortest path from the starting to destination bus stops. Then it finds a sequence of bus routes that coincide with the shortest path and returns it to the SearchPathServlet class.
The BusPathGenerator finds the shortest path using the Dijkstra algorithm. Given the start vertex v k , for all vertices v j , the algorithm finds the shortest path from vk to vj. We modified the algorithm so it terminates as soon as it finds the shortest path from start to destination. The class also has a method that transforms the array representing the shortest path into an ArrayList and returns it to the caller.
The input to the Dijkstra algorithm is a distance matrix, M. An entry M[i,j] represents the time needed to reach bus stop j from bus stop i. The Matrix class creates the distance matrix reading the database with the methods defined in the BusLineSearchServiceDao class shown in Figure 11 . Then, for all pairs of bus stops i and j, where the distance between bus stops i and j is less than 100 meters, it writes the time needed for a person to reach bus stop j from stop i on foot at M[i,j]. This matrix is defined as a singleton, and the class provides better methods with which other methods can access the data in the matrix. The methods to access bus information in the database are defined in the BusLineSearchServiceDao shown in Figure 11 
Figure 11. The Definitions of the Classes to Access Bus Information in the Database
Part of the main activity that handles the search button click event is shown in Figure 12 . The most important role here is to create a GetBusLineServiceTask object and execute it if the input is valid. Part of the GetBusLineServiceTask class is shown in Figure 13 . The IP address of the server is assigned to the host variable, and the name of the servlet to which the request is sent is assigned to the path variable. The IDs of the start ing bus stop and the destination bus stop are added to the paramList variable. Then we create an HttpPost object with the URI (uniform resource identifier) we created with the host and the path variables. After that, we create an UrlEncodedFormEntity object with the paramList. Then we execute the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) request and receive the response in an HttpResponse object. The content of the response can be read by InputStream. 
Experiments
We performed experiments in testing the system. Figure 14 shows the AutoCompleteTextView for input. After designating the start and the destination bus stops, the user clicks the search button in order to send an HTTP request to the server. When the user wants to rewrite the bus stops, he clicks the clear button in order to clear the text boxes and type again.
Figure 15(a) shows the route to reach the destination from the starting bus stop. It says that the user should walk to the starting bus stop, take bus route 50, get off the bus at the Central Mart stop, transfer to bus route 601, and get off the bus at the destination stop.
Figure 15(b) shows the list of all the bus stops the user will pass through from start to destination. When the user clicks the map button, the path will be drawn on the map as shown in Figure 15 
Conclusions
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